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Stellar Launches Drive Monitor - Real Time Health Monitor for Your Drive
Published on 02/06/13
Stellar Data Recovery today introduces Stellar Drive Monitor, a user friendly scanning,
monitoring and backup utility. The all new Stellar Drive Monitor constantly runs in the
background and is packed with useful features. This efficient tool scans and monitors your
drive to identify possible problems and issue warnings intelligently. The software also
performs a surface scan to identify bad sectors and has the ability to read SMART
attributes for an overall health assessment of your drive.
Edison, New Jersey - Stellar Data Recovery, global leaders in data recovery software,
today launched Stellar Drive Monitor, a user friendly scanning, monitoring and backup
utility. This efficient tool scans and monitors your drive to identify possible problems
and issue warnings intelligently. The software also performs a surface scan to identify
bad sectors and has the ability to read SMART attributes for an overall health assessment
of your drive. The utility is available in a try before buy version, with almost all its
features available for 30 days.
"Increase in hard disk temperature is one of the most common reasons for hard disk failure
that results in crucial data loss. This comprehensive tool constantly monitors these
temperature variations along with 70 other crucial parameters to intimate users about
imminent threats to hard drive health so that users can take timely backup of important
data." said Sunil Chandna, CEO, Stellar Data Recovery.
The all new Stellar Drive Monitor constantly runs in the background and is packed with
useful features. User can scan the surface of the hard disk to detect bad sectors through
the surface scan feature and can also view real time disk information about their drive's
performance. This tool allows customization as well, different users can set their desired
preferences for temperature warning limits and other functions to keep track of their
drive's health based on their requirement and usage. This utility is compatible with the
latest Mac OS X Mountain Lion & former versions.
Pricing and Availability:
Stellar Drive Monitor is available as a 'try before buy' version which can be immediately
downloaded from Stellar Data Recovery online. The software's single user license is
available at a nominal price of $29.00 (USD) which also allows users to access the drive
performance and back up features.
Stellar Data Recovery:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/
Stellar Drive Monitor:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/mac-software/drive-monitor-mac.php
Download Stellar Drive Monitor:
http://download.stellarinfo.com/stellar/StellarDriveMonitor.dmg.zip
Purchase:
https://secure.element5.com/esales/checkout.html?PRODUCT[300576618]=1&COUPON1=stell
arinfo.com-drive-monitor&js=-1
Screenshot:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/screenshots/drive-monitor/2.jpg
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Stellar Data Recovery is the only ISO 9001:2008 certified organization that specializes in
Phoenix data recovery Tools, Disk utilities and in-lab data recovery services. Ever since
1993, Stellar has emerged as a leading and well-trusted brand for data recovery from any
kind of data loss situation. With its wide range of software and services, Stellar has
almost 2 million customers, which includes top corporate giants from all over the world.
Copyright (C) 1993-2013 Stellar Information Systems Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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